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About This Content

SOVIET COMMANDER: ANTI-INFANTRY TACTICS
Kill or drive off your enemy’s infantry forces with short-range shock troops, artillery and flamethrower tanks.

FEAR PROPAGANDA ARTILLERY
Airburst propaganda leaflets make targeted soldiers question the morality of their actions.

INCENDIARY ARTILLERY BARRAGE
Areas of the map can be bombarded with incendiary rounds to burn infantry and deny access.

KV-8 FLAMETHROWER TANK
A KV-8 Flamethrower Tank can be ordered in to the battlefield.

RECON OVERFLIGHT
Available planes will fly a high speed loiter of the targeted area.

SHOCK TROOPS
Special Command Troops can be deployed to the battlefield. Click and select location to deploy.

This DLC is already included in the Digital Collector’s Edition.
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Title: CoH 2 - Soviet Commander: Anti-Infantry Tactics
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista 32 bit

Processor:2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:256MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800GT or RadeonHD 2900XT)

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Czech,Polish
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OK for all those unable to run the game I have finally found a solution. Anyone who is able to run the game must already have
the Micros*ft C Runtime Library installed and have the needed .dll files already on their system.

To fix the game without downloading the whole runtime library; Google for and download msvcp120.dll and msvcr120.dll.
Place these two files into the root directory of the game C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Geared and you
should be good to go. No compatibility mode or running as admin needed.. Don't listen to the negative reviews. This game is
awesome. It's got the best live action cutscenes I've ever seen in my entire life. Has multiple endings, and because of it is
replayable as heck. It's worth the price.. Pros:
Cheap (If you get it on sale or with a coupon)
Easy
Long enough

Cons:
Too many campy cutscenes
Lots of illogical going back and forth
Low originality
Like most Gogii games, won't shut down quickly (you may have to reboot your computer)
Really bad science.... While you can create music and manipulate video with Foreverloops, it is not an all-purpose music
creation\/video editing tool. At this point it is a creative toy, although quite a powerful one. Very easy to use, a beginner can
jump right in and create in a very short amount of time.

The gear system is unique in music creation as far as I can tell. Most music creation is done linearly. From what I have
experimented with in a short amount of time, this makes the software easy to use but the end result is fairly repetitive since it is
simply a continuous loop.

The ability to add your own sound, video, and photo clips makes this software able to create endless variations of multimedia
projects.

Pros:
  Very user-friendly and easy to use
  Instant results
  Unlimited potential for unique projects
  Fun!
  Potential for live manipulation to vary the loop pattern (This will take some preparation and skill)

Con:
  Fairly short video and audio loops make the results repetitive unless used as mentioned above to vary the loops. This is about as
basic as it gets for a stealth game: a blue square avoiding sight cones of red squares.

You wander around looking for highlighted items to interact with until the exit opens up.

You don't really have to stealth at all, as there isn't really any penalty ( other than a meaningless score ) for going around killing
everything.

Wouldn't recommend it as there's only about an hour or so of gameplay which isn't really that satisfying for $13.. really bad;
doesnt make any fun; the loobys for multiplayer are always empty and the campaign is incredibly boring - I wnat my money
back - this game really sucks!!! DONT BUY!!!. shitey game

. A classic throwback sequel game to the original Bejeweled game! :D. very fun,must try...this game remind me of speed punks
from ps one XD. Quite an interesting music game that also involves shooting and dodging projectiles from time to time.
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Many of the achievements seem to be broken and will not trigger. In addition, the naval combat is also extremely broken and
buggy. The voice work is terrible. The visuals are average for 2010. The music is bland and repetitive. I think there might only
be three tracks in the entire game, at most. Though probably only two. Set on an endless loop, good god. Finally, the commercial
and administrative mechanics of the game are extremely primitive and superficial-- this game is, in essence, a poor man's Port
Royale or Patrician, as regards the trade sims of this model.

I don't know if I've missed anything, but this game is so uninspiring it's hardly a surprise that I don't especially care. Do not pay
any more than $2.50 USD for this title.. A very challenging game. Lots of fun with a friend. Would love to see it opened up to
the steam workshop, as the game itself was a bit short.. At first I did not want to buy any of the wildlife park 2 DLC in case I
would not like the game so I did not buy the bundle. Also I had previously read that each DLC is like a seperate game. Each
with different animals and content. So was discouraged from buying DLC. But now that they have enabled all DLC to be
merged and played in freeplay mode it is definitely worth getting. And after playing the original wildlife park 2 for over 25
hours I had to get crazy zoo as I must have wolves, artic foxes and Australian animals as wolves are one of my most fave animals
along with foxes hence my user name.

And for those saying they aren't sure how to play, make sure you get the original wildlife park 2 as the first 4 missions for that
game are a tutorial which explains how to do most things except build the horrible marine environments.. This game has two
new features not in the previous games in the series. Puzzles now have up to 800 pieces. Also there is an option to rotate the
pieces the right way up. Luckily you can turn this feature off if the puzzles get too difficult. It's a shame that Steam doesn't give
Achievements for each individual puzzle like in the Cities and Monuments games though. I hope there will be more jigsaw
games in the future. I think a wildlife theme would be a good idea.. Whoa command prompt elite with some background music
and hack typer storyline. Hack into companies, steal info, avoid being traced. This ain't no simple toy game. This is the real deal.
You cannot save.. Simple match the block colour with nice music, block and background changing, best with a controller,
various modes, has that one more go addictivness about it.
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